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Abstract: A degenerate two-level system was investigated with circularly polarized probe and
coupling lasers. An intensity dependent switch of an absorption peak to a dip was measured. The
corresponding dispersion did not change.
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1. Introduction
Electromagnetic induced absorption (EIA) in a degenerate two-level system has been investigated with a probe laser
and coupling laser of different polarization combinations. For counter-rotating lasers of circular polarization an
intensity dependent switch from “absorption within transparency” to “transparency within transparency” is observed
[1]. In conditions of “absorption within transparency” a broad absorption dip in the coupling laser spectra is
generated through the interaction between probe laser and coupling laser. At the two-photon resonance a much
narrower absorption peak is superimposed to the broad dip (see Fig. 1.). If this extra peak changes its sign and
becomes an extra transparency dip one speaks of “transparency within transparency”.
We completed these findings concerning the intensity dependent absorption behavior of σ-σ polarized lasers and
measured the corresponding dispersion spectra which to our knowledge has not been detected so far.
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Fig. 1. Coupling laser absorption spectra: probe laser power (0.038 mW) is below the saturation power.

2. Experiment
With a probe laser beam and coupling laser beam of counter-rotating circular polarizations, the absorption and
dispersion in a medium typically showing EIA was studied. All measurements were performed within the D2 line of
cesium, on the hyperfine transition 6s 2S1/2, F = 4 to 6p 2P3/2, F = 5. An atomic beam perpendicular to the direction
of propagation of the lasers was used to minimize the Doppler broadening of the signals. A more detailed description
of the experimental setup can be found in [2,3].
For counter-rotatingly polarized laser beams we measured coupling laser absorption spectra as a function of the
coupling laser power, below and above the saturation power of the atomic sample. In the case of a probe laser power
below saturation for all coupling laser powers, “absorption within transparency” was registered exclusively (see Fig.
1.). By contrast, above saturation a switch from “absorption within transparency” to “transparency within
transparency” was detected when the coupling laser power was larger than the constant probe laser power (see Fig.
2.). Interestingly, the corresponding dispersion spectra of the coupling laser remained positive (see Fig. 3.). In other
words, opposed to the absorption spectra no switch was observed. This characteristic of the dispersion agrees well
with the theoretical predictions given in [4].
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Fig. 2. Coupling laser absorption spectra: probe laser power (0.252 mW) is above the saturation power.
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Fig. 3. Coupling laser dispersion in arbitrary units: left: coupling laser power (0.044 mW) is below the saturation power; probe
laser power 0.102 mW; right: coupling laser power (0.134 mW) is above the saturation power, probe laser power 0.160 mW.
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